creative praxis, is the discussion of physical scores embedded in dramatic writing, of which Ibsen was a highly sophisticated maker.
The book includes not only rigorous scholarly narratives, but also visualized graphs, maps, and networks that allow us to understand patterns, structures, and models of Ibsen's global success from a metaphorical bird's-eye view. Both Franco Moretti's idea of "distant reading" and Brecht's dramaturgical and analytical device of Verfremdungseffekt are referenced as inspirational sources. It is almost ironic that Brecht's idea of a theatre for a scientific age translates into theatre studies for a scientific digital age. At the same time, it seems as if the scientific interest that served as a major influence on the development of naturalist and realist aesthetics in the nineteenth century comes full circle in the critical discourse about such theatre in the twenty-first century in the form of digital humanities. The scope and depths of material consulted for analysis could only be achieved using digital data collection, data analysis, and data representations such as visualizations of networks and maps. This book marks a breakthrough in Ibsen research when opening up to the exciting possibilities offered by current developments in the digital humanities. Databases like IbsenStage now exist, and new forms of collaborations among humanists, data, and computer scientists emerge. The first chapter of the book dives deeply into the discussion of methodology, analytical strategy, and their impact on the formulation of research questions and research outcome.
At times this publication reads like a thriller. This is particularly the case when well-trodden paths of interpretations are identified, critically challenged, and radically rewritten, including narratives of individual liberation and universality that have been traditionally assumed as major factors for Ibsen's success. For example, the book argues, based on both data analysis/distant vision and close readings, that a major factor for the early global success of this play were cultural-transmission efforts by early actress-managers traveling the world. This contradicts the canonical theatre-historiographical belief that it was Ibsen's male literary agents and male representatives of the European avant-garde (establishing naturalism and realism as new aesthetic paradigms in Paris, for example), who propelled Ibsen's works, including "A Doll's House," into international relevance. The actress-managers did the heavy lifting, while also, different from their male counterparts, challenging and changing the social status of women and paying the price on the personal and economic levels. At the same time, it came as a great revelation to the authors of the bookand certainly will be surprising for many readers as well-that lasting lines of cultural transmission and artistic networks established from 1879 onward can be traced until at least 2014. As a result of these findings, we can expect major reconsiderations of established tropes of theatre history regarding this play and the incredible importance of embodied knowledge transmissions. I agree with the authors when they envision artistic network-analysis studies as an exciting method in theatre historiography that has "the potential to destabilize assumptions about distinctions between theatres of modernity, which rely on professional structures of employment and training, and traditional theatre forms, with their systems of cultural inheritance based on biological or adopted theatre families" (202). This is an absolutely thrilling proposition in particular for comparative theatre studies, for postcolonial theatre studies, and for decolonizing strategies in theatre studies, pedagogy, and artistic creation. Jennifer Goodlander's admirable analysis of the problematic position of female practitioners of Balinese wayang kulit (shadow puppetry) takes its place among a growing range of works examining the complexities of gender roles and expectations in Asian performing arts, including Christina Sunardi's study of cross-gender performance in East Java and Arya Madhavan's edited collection, Women in Asian Performance. While Women in the Shadows is of particular interest to Balinese and Southeast Asian specialists, the book is also useful for scholars of women, gender, and performing arts. Although it is focused on a very specific regional tradition, Goodlander's book examines conceptions of a woman's place in society and the arts that are relevant to a variety of performing arts cultures in which women's participation is discouraged or forbidden. Her central thesis posits that although changes in education, politics, and society have increased opportunities for women to enter realms previously held to be exclusively male, traditional performance cultures and religious conventions still present special difficulties for women who dare to disrupt the gender hierarchy.
ANTJE BUDDE
The six carefully argued chapters are organized so that even readers unfamiliar with the complexi-ties of Balinese culture can grasp the intricate interactions of religion, custom, social relations, and entertainment that come into play in wayang kulit performance. Throughout, Goodlander places firstperson accounts of her own training and interactions with performers alongside detailed critical analysis of the form, its training methods, and its socio-religious context-giving the reader a clear understanding of not only the physical realities of the shadow puppeteer's work, but also the larger issues of ethics and aesthetics that come into play when the dalang (puppeteer) is a woman.
After an introductory chapter establishing the nature and context of Balinese shadow-puppet performance and the fundamental concepts regarding power and agency that underpin Goodlander's analysis, the book is divided into two parts reflecting the cosmological conceptions that are at the center of all aspects of Balinese life. Part 1, which deals with the visible (sekala) realm of human life, considers performance practices and puppet objects in their relation to society and tradition. Part 2 deals with the invisible (niskala), spiritual aspects of wayang kulit, its rituals and taboos, and the mystical significance associated with both performer and puppets. The writing is accessible, yet densely packed with insights and analysis exploring the dalang's special place in Balinese society and spiritual life.
Chapter 2 situates the contemporary practice of wayang kulit within a culture seeking continuity in an era of globalization and rapid, dynamic change. Wayang has traditionally been a source of religious instruction, moral authority, and cultural cohesion, with the puppeteer serving as a conduit linking the ancient and divine with the real world of here and now. Goodlander explains the process of becoming a dalang, combining detailed descriptions of the physical and spiritual practices required with critical reflections on her own traditional training. She describes how techniques for puppet manipulation and vocal characterization are transmitted in a visceral, physical manner-"body to body" (30)-a process that may be made more difficult if the student is female and the teacher male, because of social inhibitions. The work of the dalang also requires comprehensive understanding of the stories from the epics, Mahabharata and Ramayana, as well as language and vocal skills to characterize a range of puppets from the most refined court figures, to dangerous demons (raksasa), to the clown figures who translate the story for the audience. This work is challenging enough for boys who are born into the tradition, but even more so for girls who may lack not only the same physical strength required for effective manipulation, but also material resources, such as time away from domestic chores, money for lessons, and her own collection of puppets. Here, Goodlander's foregrounding of her own position as a practitioner is key to providing a deeper understanding of the impediments facing female dalang.
Chapter 3 examines the materials required for performance: puppets, puppet box, cepala (a wooden knocker held between the puppeteer's toes and used to signal musicians and punctuate performance), the screen, and the oil lamp. All of these objects have both material value and mystical significance and gain in "power" through use; thus, it is not just the personal charisma of the gifted performer that makes an impact, but also the quality of taksu-a sense of divine inspiration and sacred power that is inherited from one's teachers and, significantly, the performing objects themselves. Goodlander here interrogates the inherently gendered and hierarchical nature of the notion of tradition in Balinese culture, relating this to colonialism, New Order politics, and contemporary societal changes. She also looks at the design of female puppets, exploring how they often reinforce gender norms of the passive, submissive, and maternal.
The second part of the book goes more deeply into the ritual aspects of the dalang's training and the spiritual power that adheres to this role. Chapter 4 takes the reader through the complex series of purification and initiation rituals required to transform her from neophyte to practitioner. The rituals are essentially gender-less, so perhaps the female dalang is only an anomaly because she is a rare phenomenon. However, sacral power accrues to practitioners not only through the prestige of their teachers, but also their puppets and puppet box, which are possessed of mystical power acquired by accretion through many performances. Young women who begin their training in the arts high school or university generally do not have access to these power-rich, physical-performance materials, since they are usually acquired via father-to-son inheritance. Thus, female performers are disadvantaged from the outset and can rarely catch up.
The story goes that the renowned performer and teacher I Nyoman Sumandhi was so impressed with the work of the female students he encountered while teaching in the United States that he returned to Bali determined to train his niece in wayang kulit, and so opened the door for women dalang. Yet, in spite of the support of Sumandhi and some of his colleagues at the arts high school and university, female performers are still rare. Chapter 5 deals directly with the experiences of female dalang working in Bali, and includes interviews with five such women. These discussions give a vivid picture of the social, cultural, and religious complications that discourage female participation in this art. For example, while the New Order government promoted women's education and political equality, it also insisted on adherence to kodrat-their "essential nature" as wives and mothers. Women are thus burdened by social expectations and household responsibilities and are often too busy with ritual and family obligations to find the time to practice. Moreover, Balinese women are hindered by etika, an Indonesian neologism that conflates ethics and etiquette in a concept that might be characterized as "appropriate behavior." Most performances happen at night, and etika insists that it is inappropriate for women to be out after dark or to sit cross-legged, the posture most useful for puppet manipulation. In addition, menstruation makes women ritually "unclean," so there are days when they are not allowed to touch sacred objects, including puppets. Balinese Hindu belief mandates that marriage, children, and family are essential to societal and spiritual harmony, so would-be female dalang are concerned that their pursuit of this vocation might hinder their ability to attract a husband and establish a family life. Often, therefore, women who have trained as dalang must find ways to make use of these skills in more conventionally acceptable spheres-teaching or dance performance-rather than as puppeteers.
In her final chapter, Goodlander muses on the ways in which the traditional power hierarchies persist and undermine the efforts of female performers in this genre. The problems seem intractable, but changes in society may yet create opportunities for greater female participation as practitioners of wayang kulit.
Women in the Shadows provides important insights into the world of Balinese shadow puppetry and the continuing difficulties for women who seek to become masters of the form. Uniquely, Goodlander is able to marry critical theory to real experience of embodied practice to give the reader a comprehensive understanding of this complex world. With a rush of publications on Susan Glaspell since the mid-1990s, the past twenty years have seen a wide array of approaches to her work, ranging from linguistic, to intertextual, to semiotic analyses. While many of these studies have noted a rebellious drive underpinning Glaspell's radical dramaturgy, Emeline Jouve's book aims at being the first comprehensive analysis of Glaspell's dramatic texts "from the perspective of rebellion" (12). Although Jouve provides sporadic discussions of the technical innovations of Glaspell's work, the core analysis is basically character-oriented, centering on the playwright's characterization of rebels in battle with oppressive conventions. Jouve juxtaposes Glaspell's theatre of rebellion with "the theatre of revolt," Robert Brustein's concept of modern drama as "the theatre of the great insurgent modern dramatists, where myths of rebellion are enacted" (13). By aligning Glaspell with "the great insurgent modern dramatists," Jouve offers a corrective to Brustein's exclusionary mapping of predominantly male dramatic modernism. She thus tempers his focus on Eugene O'Neill, "the father" of American modern drama, and remedies his omission of Glaspell, O'Neill's most talented female colleague in the Provincetown Players and deservedly the "mother" of American modern drama. Jouve's work aspires to restore Glaspell to the position she deserves.
MARGARET COLDIRON
The book explores thirteen plays by Glaspell. While Jouve excludes the three pieces that Glaspell wrote in collaboration with her male companions, she includes instead another three plays that never made it to the stage: Springs Eternal (1943); Wings, incomplete and undated; and the recently discovered Free Laughter (1919) . Of particular note are the latter two plays, which have never before been studied by scholars. The book is structured in three parts, which represent the three facets of the playwright's rebellious drive: "denunciation," "resistance," and "hope." Each part consists of three chapters that tackle plays either individually or in combination.
Beginning her career as a dramatist in the 1910s, Glaspell wrote plays suffused with the zeitgeist of the Progressive era, inspired as she was to write by "the duplicity of American democracy" (21). Part 1, "Susan Glaspell's Drama of Denunciation," examines the political significance of her work in two arenas: women's rights and freedom of speech. Exploring how Trifles (1916 ), Woman's Honor (1918 , and Alison's House (1930) address the social conventions limiting women in legal and public spaces, Jouve reveals Glaspell's interest in the paradox of an American democracy that excludes half of the nation's population. Trifles claims more pages than the others, as Jouve considers how the playwright's first solo play reflected contemporary history and set the tone of her subsequent plays about social injustices. The most compelling chapter in the book may be chapter 3, which groups together Close the Book (1917), Free Laughter, and Inheritors (1921) , the plays that denounce the anti-pluralist governmental policies related to deportation and the infringement on free speech in the 1910s. Especially significant is
